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The Navajos as Borrowers
STEWART CULIN AND THE GENESIS OF AN ETHNOGRAPHIC THEORY

Erika Marie Bsumek

I

n March 1932, the Brooklyn Museum hosted a group of American Indians from the Southwest. Along with thousands of visitors from Brooklyn,
children from both public and private schools of greater New York watched
seven unnamed men and women---:-four Navajos and three Pueblosdemonstrate their skills as artisans in the museum's vast sculpture court.
According to the official guide prepared for the exhibition, Navajos and
Pueblos represented two distinct evolutionary phases in human adaptation
to the "snow capped mountains, plateaus, deep canyons, and lava topped
mesas" of the Southwest. Although the guide described both groups as "primitive peoples," museum authorities categorized Pueblos as "innovators" and
Navajos as "borrowers."l Frequent usage of the Navajo borrower concept
began among ethnologists and anthropologists around 1900.2 By 1930 the
label was commonly used in both scholarly and popular publications to
describe the Navajo Indians. In the one hundred years since its inception,
the Navajo borrower concept has retained its power and is still widely used
by popular writers-and to a lesser extent by historians and anthropologists.

Erika M. Bsumek is Assistant Professor of History at the University of Texas, Austin. She is
currently working on a monograph, Indian-Made: The Production and Consumption ofNavajo
Identity (forthcoming, University Press of Kansas) and teaches courses on the history of the U.S.

West, Native American history, and environmental history. The author thanks Ron Maldonado, Vincent Cheng, Dana Luciano, Gema Guevara, Mauricio Mixco, and Maeera Shrieber
for their comments and suggestions.
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This article explores the origin and evolution of the Navajos-as-borrowers
theory by examining the anthropological and curatorial roles of Stewart
Culin, one of the concept's principal architects and the curator of ethnological collections at the Brooklyn Museum in New York from 1903 to 1929.
The emergence and development of the borrower theory corresponded with
two key historical moments of great importance to American Indians, professional anthropologists, and the general public. First, a turn in anthropological theory illustrated the ways in which Culin and his peers were
grappling with changes occurring within their profession. By 1900 the influence of Lewis Henry Morgan's evolutionary scheme that plotted a straight
line from savagery to barbarism to civilization was in decline, while the
theories of diffusion and cultural relativism advocated by Franz Boas were
on the rise. Culin, who began his career working as a merchant and who
had no formal training as an anthropologist, bridged these strains of thought
in his professional life by perpetuating the idea that the contemporary circumstances and future state of Navajo Indians had been-and would bedetermined by their character as cultural borrowers.
Second, although they had been told otherwise for decades, Americans
were beginning to realize that American Indians in general and the Navajos
in particular were not going to "vanish." Thus, by casting them as accomplished cultural borrowers, Culin explained to museum visitors that both
existing and future generations of Navajos had the capacity to assimilate
easily into Anglo society. His ethnographic lens reflected his beliefs regarding the kinds of artifacts, cultural markers, and ideas that the public desired
to consume in museum displays, as much as it revealed his own pursuit of
scientific knowledge. This article delineates why it was important that Culin,
with his specific subject position, developed this paradigm that had such
lasting implications. In Culin's hands the borrower theory became not only
an ethnographic explanation but also a justification for his collection strategies, a tool for educational enhancement and entertainment, and, ultimately, a rationale for Navajo assimilation.
The Borrower Theory and the American Public's Understanding of
Navajo Indians

Tl;e development of the borrower theory emerged during a period of changing perceptions of Navajos in American society. Between the end of the
Indian Wars and the early 1900s, federal and scholarly assessments of Nava-
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jos began to shift from representations that had cast them as the unrefined
"savage" foes of other American Indians and the federal government, to
those of Navajos as a strong-,willed, "nomadic," and "semi-primitive" people
who could adapt to a variety of circumstances. In many ways this change
occurred because American intellectuals and policy makers never really
knew what to make of the raiding, seminomadic Navajos. As other scholars
have noted, many Americans found it easier to understand and even admire
the pastoral, agricultural Pueblo peoples.! However, more difficult for Americans to understand, especially directly before and after Navajo internment
at Fort Sumner in 1868, were the contentious Navajos who lived on the
Pueblos' western periphery. Historian William Lyon has noted, from 1868
to the 1880s "the few Americans who observed the Navajos" during that
time "saw them as fierce, aggressive, cunning, [and] plucky."4
In the 189os, depictions of the Navajos began to shift in the public consciousness, generating considerable disagreement over their fundamental
human characteristics. Popular magazines presented contradictory imagery
of Navajo Indians. For instance, in 1890 William Edwardy asserted in Harper's
Magazine that Navajos had almost exclusively "fierce and warlike natures,"
with a "deep-seated and well-founded hatred for the white man" so intense
that "no white man or party of white men can safely pass through Navajo
country alone."5 Meanwhile, other writers presented a different image of
the Navajos to literate Americans. Michael J. Riordan, writing for Overland
Monthly in 1890, observed, "Navajos have always been a law-abiding, industrious people (with the exception of one occasion many years ago, when
they gave the government some little trouble), and hence they have never
been placed before the public in the light of savage .and unconquerqable
[sic] warriors."6 In Riordan's estimation they were "a race capable of great
intellectual development, and of having qualities of mind and body that, if
rightly dictated, would in time make of them a frugal, industrious, and intelligent people."7 Although Riordan did not yet use the notion of "borrowing," he did intimate that Navajos were capable of change.
Contrast those representations of the Navajos as ferocious or as frugal
with popular images thirty years later. In the 1890s, the debate over the fundamental character of Navajos did not incorporate the idea that Navajos
were cultural "borrowers." Yet, by the late 1920S and earlY1930s, the notion
saturated popular and scholarly representations alike. In an informational article on Navajo rugs published by House Beautiful in 1929, Hazel E.
Cummins suggested that the Navajos had learned weaving from the Pueblos,
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"an unaggressive and industrious people upon whom [Navajos] proceeded
to wage [a] ceaseless pilfering warfare, appropriating as they went along
whatever Pueblo customs, manners, property, art, religion, or anything else
they deemed worth having."8
Scholars and institutional authorities also commonly utilized this characterization of the Navajos by the early 193os. At the Brooklyn Museum, the
borrower label was communicated to visitors and published in the Brooklyn
Museum Quarterly (BMQ). When explaining the spectacle of Pueblo and
Navajo artisans to the public in 1932, Wick Miller, a museum docent and
"manager" of the American Indian performers, explained that the innovatorlborrower thesis was based on the fact that the Pueblos had already settled
the Southwest and were working as agriculturists when the "nomadic" Navajos arrived. Miller informed eastern audiences:
With the cultivation of crops as their most important occupation, the
Pueblos had built up a rich mythology and symbolic art and a
complicated ceremonial life for the purpose of securing rain for their
crops. The invading Navajos took over the external features of Pueblo
rain ceremonies but attached a quite different significance to themthe curing of the sick. 9
Miller was expanding on something Stewart Culin had written twenty-five
years earlier: both the Navajos and Apaches, but especially the Navajos had
"been influenced by the Pueblos, from whom they have borrowed many of
their arts and ceremonies."10 In the 1930S, BMQ readers and museum visitors
were similarly informed that, in addition to supposedly integrating the observable features of Pueblo ceremonies for their own purposes, Navajos had
also "borrowed" sheep and silver from the Spanish upon their arrival in the
Southwest. Such representations had the effect of diminishing the distinctiveness of Navajo culture and making it seem essentially derivative. They
likewise derided the Pueblos as a weak people and as hopelessly bound to
the "borrowing" Navajos.u
The BMQ edition published to accompany the 1932 exhibition explained
that material borrowing defined Navajo character. For instance, the Navajos had "always been a borrowing people, often excelling their teachers at
their own work." Additionally, Navajo women initially learned to weave wool
into intricately designed textiles from "their Pueblo neighbors" but would
soon "become far more skilful [sic] than their teachers." Similarly, Navajos
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transformed Spanish, Mexican, and then American silver into solidly crafted
jewelry. Subsequent generations of Navajos then "adopted the white man's
velvet as a fitting substitute for deer skin in their costumes."12
By the 1930S, the borrowing Navajos-represented by the velvet-cIad
weaver and the skilled ~ilversmith in the Brooklyn Museum-had become
a familiar presence at world's fairs, tourist sites, and national museumsY
Meanwhile, the "borrowed" trades of weaving and metalsmithing provided
essential income to Navajos, who were paid to weave and smith in public
displays. More importantly, Navajos traded their manufactures with nonIndian traders who, in turn, merchandized Navajo-made rugs and jewelry
to the American public. 14 By 1932 both perception and reality had changed.
The Navajos were no longer a threat to'White travelers due to the reservation system, Hence, older notions of Navajo "savagery" gave way to new
descriptions of Navajos as "borrowers." The particular discourse of cultural
borrowing had transformed the American public's image of the Navajos
between 1900 and 1920. However, the shift did not correspond solely to a
softening ofIndian imagery but was tied to the professional development of
anthropology. In the words ofhistorical anthropologist Regna Darnell, "Chronology matters; ideas do not emerge in a vacuum."15

Anthropological Theories and the Borrower Theory
In the early 19oos, ethnologists and anthropologists began to reexamine the
characteristics of Navajo and Pueblo peoples in light of new debates about
social evolutionism and cultural relativism. In the 1870s, anthropologist Lewis
Henry Morgan had developed a way to understand Native American life
and culture by postulating that there were three sequential stages of social
evolution: savagery, barbarism, and civilization. Called the "backbone of
late nineteenth-century anthropology," this theory provided a way for museums and universities to classify the different cultures according to their degree of so-called civilization. Such classifications made easy for curators
grouping similar artifacts from distant locations in rows inside exhibit cases.
Advocating that the triumph of White "civilization" was a foregone conclusion also helped make social evolution popular. According to such logic,
the conquest of American Indians was the inevitable outcome of colonial
endeavors. 16
Morgan's theory of social evolution was also used to formulate federal Indian policy including the Dawes Act of1887. According to Morgan, American
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Indians were trapped in the stage of "barbarism" and needed assistance to
evolve beyond it. Morgan's ethnocentric evolutionary ladder created a scientific rationale that enabled politicians to blame American Indians for their
inability to assimilate. Unless those Natives who clung to their traditional
culture could be persuaded to give up their age-old ways and assimilate
once and for all, they were doomed to vanish-due to their supposed biological inferiorityP Morgan's colleague, Alice Fletcher, even argued that
Indians tied to their traditional territories could never transcend their barbarism, for their strong sense of tribalism would dominate. She contended
that the cultural connection between indigenous peoples and their land
had to be destroyed if American Indians were ever to emulate "civilized"
Whites and become independent land-owning farmers. ls Thus, with assimilation as the ultimate goal, Congress passed the Dawes Act of 1887, instituting a policy of allotment that significantly reduced the amount ofland held
by tribes under the reservation system and further eroded the financial security of many tribes.
Morgan's theory continued to dominate anthropological and governmental policy until it was revised by Franz Boas in the 1890s. By 1904, in an
article outlining the history of the discipline, Boas described anthropology
as a branch "partly" of biology and "of the mental sciences." Those anthropologists interested in biological questions had been influenced by "the
great zoologists of the eighteenth century," who focused on the "general
systematic tendencies of the times." As a result, scholars like Morgan were
interested in "a classification of the races of man" as well as in the "discovery
of valid characteristics by means of which the races could be described as
varieties of one species or as distinct species."19 Meanwhile, other practitioners like Boas had developed an interest in "mental" phenomena and now
studied "language, invention, art, religion, social organization and law."20
Boas's scholarship was based on the fundamental idea that grouping or
classifying people according to predetermined schematics actually hindered
real understanding of distinct populations. Instead, he advocated "actual
investigation into the individual history" in order to learn more about human history and psychology. His theory of cultural relativism originated in
his belief that the study of "even the poorest tribe can throw light upon the
history of mankind."21 In addition, cultural development, he asserted, was
marked by variance and diversity. All cultures came into contact with others
and exchanged materials and ideas, making especially difficult the workability of a single, progressive evolutionary scheme that valued one culture
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over another. Boas's idea became known as diffusion. 22 Boas also noted that
contemporary ethnologists had begun to incorporate such ideas into their
work and had started to study "the distribution and history of customs and
beliefs with care so as to ascertain whether they are spontaneous creations
or whether they are borrowed or adapted."23 Museum displays had to reflect
changing professional ideas. Instead of like items grouped in an evolutionary sequence, he advocated for distinct displays of specific tribal peoples
and "life group" displays featuring human-sized replicas of indigenous people
arranged in poses of "a family of several members of a tribe, dressed in their
native costume and engaged in some characteristic work or art illustrative
of their life."24 Culin's own displays at the Brooklyn Museum reflected
Boasian thought in this respect.
Like the public and other scholars, Culin was affected by the issue of
whether American Indians were disappearing. Prior to the twentieth century, museums and fairs displayed Natives as a "vanishing race," contrasting
them with the growing ranks of industrialized Americans. In the words of
Frederick Ward Putnam, director of Harvard's Peabody Museum, American Indians at the 1893 World's Columbian Exposition were displayed as
object lessons that gave modern Americans a glimpse of a fleeting past.
Putnam declared, "These people, as great nations, have about vanished into
history, and now is the last opportunity for the world to see them and to
realize what their condition, their life, their customs, their arts were four
centuries ago."25 In contrast to Putnam's assessment, the view that not all
American Indianpopulations were going to fade into history and that something might be learned from diverse cultures was beginning to circulate
within the profession. By 1900 museums presented either evolutionism or
diffusionism to the public. According to David Jenkins, they were collecting and displaying different cultures "either as living representatives of vanishing races or as lifelike m"annequins intended to demonstrate cultural
diversity."26
Taking yet another approach, Culin tied together the seemingly competing strands ofsocial evolutionary thought, cultural relativism, and the trope of
the "vanishing race" to present a complex tapestry of cultural and anthropological thought to museum patrons. Weaving this idiosyncratic ethnographic
pattern was possible because of the important role curators assumed in this
process. Their personal interpretations not only determined the kinds of material that museums collected but also influenced the ways in which material culture was displayed. 27 As he utilized a combination of professional
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approaches to delineate the place of American Indians in American society,
Culin's version of the Navajo borrower theory slowly evolved.
Stewart Culin's Background and Influences

Stewart Culin's career as curator of ethnology at the Brooklyn Museum
spanned 19°3-1929 and left an indelible imprint on the institution's collection of American Indian material culture. 28 As the first curator of ethnology,
Culin was almost wholly responsible for determining the museum's ethnographic mission, developing its reputation in the field of ethnography, and
fabricating its displays of cultural artifacts. 29 Culin joined the museum in
1903 as curator and head of the newly founded Department of Ethnology
and immediately began to build on the organization's existing collection.
Culin's background helped him develop the skills that informed his work
in the field as well as in the art of assembling museum displays. One of
seven children, Stewart Culinwas born on 13 July 1858 in Philadelphia,
where his father worked as a merchant. He was educated at Nazareth Hall,
in Nazareth, Pennsylvania, from 1873-1874, and although he had served as
the secretary for the University of Pennsylvania's Archaeological Association by 1890, there is no indication that Culin ever formally attended a university. As a young man, he joined his father's mercantile company, in which
he honed his bargaining skills and began to build a sense of what appealed
to consumers. In the 1880s, he developed an amateur interest in ethnology,
exploring the culture of Philadelphia's Chinese immigrant population and
eventually becoming an expert on Chinese games. He left the mercantile
world in 1892 to work at the University of Pennsylvania Museum (UPM),
where he assisted in the display of the Haggard Collection, a major assembly of southwestern Indian artifacts. During these years, he was also befriended by John Wanamaker, whose department stores were known for
their striking displays and who financially supported Culin's endeavors at
the museum. Anthropologist Daniel Brinton, an adherent to Morgan's evolutionary thesis, also mentored Culin. 30 Although he was self-taught, Culin
took charge of the UPM'S exhibit of American archaeology and ethnology at
the 1893 World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago. Culin's displays consisted of games from around the world and objects illustrating the history of
religions. 3l Thereafter, Culin's work merged his growing knowledge of professional social science and his experience in crafting and satisfying consumer taste.
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Having developed an interest in the Southwest, Culin was one of a select
group of ethnographers to introduce large eastern audiences to Navajo and
Zuni material culture and characterization. Cementing Culin's i~terest in
the Southwest was a chance meeting at the 1893 World's Fair with the controversial Frank Hamilton Cushing, who had spent considerable time living among the Zunis in the 1880s. The two men became friends and even
planned to coauthor a publication, Games of the North American Indians,
which Culin completed and published after Cushing's untimely death.in
1900.'2 Cushing's influence was obvious. In the museum, Culin hung a lifesize portrait of his friend painted by Thomas Eakins, and Cushing's likeness
served as a backdrop for Culin's display of southwestern material from 1905
well into the 191OS.33 During the 1890s, Culin also met and befriended distinguished anthropologists George Dorsey and Franz Boas. Such pr.ominent contacts facilitated Culin's success in the profession and stimulated
his interest in the American Indians of the Southwest.
The Brooklyn Museum had already started building a permanent ethnological collection, a mission that continued upon Culin's arrival. In 1897
the museum opened with a grand plan to become a first-class institution
devoted to art and science. Culin was hired as the curator of ethnographic
collections six years later. His initial task was to assemble the museum's first
major ethnological collection of American Indian artifacts. When Culin
assumed his post, he rallied the Brooklyn Institute's Board of Trustees to
support collecting endeavors in the Southwest, which was becoming an
increasingly popular tourist destination. That popularity, he explained, would
help to fund the museum's important contributions to the field of ethnology. "As nearest at hand and as of the greatest scientific importance as well
as of general interest," he stated, "the work undertaken among the Indian
tribes, and [the] region in· western New Mexico and Arizona" was especially
important. 34 Franklin Hooper, director of the Brooklyn Museum, needed
little convincing, for the institution, along with hundreds of thousands of
Americans, had already developed an interest in the Southwest. Stewart
Culin, like many contemporary collectors, drew on the public's desire to
learn about the southwestern Indians as living examples of the human past
to justify the widespread accumulation ofIndian materials from the region.
At first, the Brooklyn Museum's collecting policy focused primarily on
quantity. Prior to Culin's arrival, the ethnological and archaeological divisions had acquired a substantial collection of ancient pottery from the Southwest. After Culin joined the museum, such items were moved from the
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Department of Natural History to the newly founded Department of Ethnology. To make the museum a top-flight ethnological institution, CuI in
sought to build on its existing collection of southwestern Indian material
culture. From March to September of 1903, he traveled extensively in the
Southwest and enjoyed great success in obtaining Navajo and Zuni artifacts. During the 1903 foray, he reportedly collected 1,560 "specimens" for
the museum's permanent collection. Over time and through successive trips,
Culin developed acquisition rationales that emphasized science over quantity, and he crafted methods for scientifically presenting information about
southwestern tribes to the public. The exhibits increasingly focused on the
specific, defining characteristics of different American Indian groupS.35
By most accounts, Culin was a successful ethnological curator and earned
praise from the public and his contemporaries for his displays. By 1913 George
Dorsey considered Culin an ethnologist of highest stature. Dorsey wrote
that ethnologists at "Regular Museums" were "happiest" at institutions "using themselves as center posts" and gathering about them "big cases filled
with small objects badly arranged," but Culin went off into the field with
only "car fare, a set of ideas and a smile." According to Dorsey, when Culin
returned, he still had the grin and the ideas, but he also carted ethnological
booty that he transformed into "sweet, attractive exhibition halls where one
may breathe the very air of Arizona, or California, or Alaska or Japan," or
any ofthe places that had reportedly willingly given up its treasures to Culin,
the "museum magician."36

Collection Strategies and Emerging Philosophies
In order to build his ethnographic collection in a relatively short period of
time, Culin employed three interwoven collecting strategies. First, to compete .with rival collectors, ethnologists, and institutions and to assemble a
unique and scientifically valuable exhibit, Culin purchased "Indian collections" from Whites who had settled in the Southwest. Second, his own ideas
about the "vanishing race" and the discipline of ethnology informed his collection choices in the field. Third, the knowledge that what he collected would
ultimately be used for public display influenced his decision to buy or ignore
certain items. The nascent strains of Culin's ethnographic philosophies regarding "borrowing" and "innovation" were evident in these strategies.
Culin believed that purchasing collections of artifacts amassed by regionally based non-Indians was the best way to acquire complete collec-
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tions of interconnected items with a clear provenance. Reflecting his belief
that American Indians were "vanishing," Culin thought that non-Indian traders were often closest to the tribes in question, especially those Native peoples
whose cultural traditions appeared to be disappearing before the modern
world. These middlemen also had better access to large and significant groups
of specimens than did eastern museum professionals. This rationale helped
Culin find unique items off the beaten path-items that fit into and helped
him develop his own interpretations of Zuni and Navajo cultures. In August
1903, for instance, Culin came into contact with Andrew Vanderwagen, a
former Christian missionary turned Indian trader, who had amassed a large
collection of Zuni artifacts. Culin wrote Hooper, director of the Brooklyn
Museum, that, based on "what is occ~rring on other reservations and in
other towns, the sale of this material marks the breaking up of old Zuni, and
the dissolution - from one point of view -of the most interesting villages in
the Southwest."37 According to CuI in, conditions at Zuni were especially
bad. Although the Zunis were "agreeable" and "hospitable" people, and
"kind and affectionate to their children," they lived in a state of self-aware
"degradation," with disease and poverty menacing the population. Culin
declared, "The process of disint~grati~n, now started, will progress rapidly,
and old Zuni [sic] as it exists today, will soon disappear."38
Culin believed that the purchase of the' Vanderwagen collection would
raise the museum's reputation within the professional community. He personally verified that the collection was "absolutely unique," assuring "the
Museum an important place among American institutions." Culin based
his guarantee on the fact that he did "not know of a single specimen from all
this region in the American Museum of Natural History," the Brooklyn
Museum's crosstown rival in New York City.39 Indeed, Culin had nabbed a
rich and unique Indian artifact collection. His successful work with tradingpost owners such as Vanderwagen enabled him to compete with other institutions for cultural material that, he believed, would not survive much longer.
Culin always took care to tie together the museum's commercial and
scientific pursuits when rationalizing large and expensive purchases. Lest
Director Hooper think that the curator had lost sight of the museum's responsibility to appeal to public tastes, Culin explained, "A prime requirement for our Museum at present is to interest and instruct the public, and I
know of nothing equal, for this purpose, to this Zuni material."40 Culin further
rationalized the V~nderwagen collection's price of $950 by claiming that
Zuni was one of the two southwestern tribes not "adequately represented"
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at an American museum and that another ethnologist, George Dorsey, was
threatening to buy the collection if Culin failed to act quickly. He informed
Hooper, "I am constantly afraid the temptation to exploit Zuni will prove
stronger than his personal friendship for me."41 Culin felt compelled to
press Hooper to get a decision from the Board of Trustees, which finally
acquiesced.
The sense of urgency fueling Culin's collection strategies stemmed from
more than just competition between museums. Like Putnam and other ethnologists, Culin clearly viewed the Zuni Indians as a "vanishing" peoplea tribe that would eventually cease to exist. Similar to others in his profession,
he sought to acquire as many artifacts as he could before the traditional
customs, games, and crafts disappeared-a process to which, ironically, collectors contributed. Culin's expedition journals revealed that the Brooklyn
Museum shared in the sentiments that drove the Anglo mining of indigenous cultures. In October 1903, at the end of Culin's first expedition to the
Southwest, Hooper urged the new curator of ethnology to plan another trip
the following year, for it "would appear that Arizona and New Mexico will
be exhausted of good material within a few years, and that unless your work
is continued the coming year, your opportunities to secure valuable collections will be greatly decreased."4z Hooper supported Culin's collection strategies only in part because the Zunis were disappearing; he probably foresaw
that the rare southwestern Indian artifacts collected by Culin could easily
be transformed into visual museum commodities that would earn modest
revenues and enhance the institution's reputation.
In Culin's mind, however, vanishing was not a fixed concept. Some populations might cease to exist; others would survive but shed the profoundly
traditional aspects of their culture in successive waves of expansion and assimilation. Culin knew that at least one indigenous group, the Navajos,
would endure indefinitely. He reported that they were one of the most numerous American Indian tribes in the nation, with over 28,500 members
living in Arizona, Utah, and New Mexico.43 Yet he also recognized that the
Navajos' use of their own "traditional" goods was changing. As he witnessed
Navajos incorporating American manufactured products into their daily lives
and borrowing cultural styles from Whites, he modified the "vanishing race"
theory to fit his field observations. He posited that the "old" Navajo artifacts
and customs were, indeed, disappearing. He personally observed material
borrowing, noting the "Navajo blanket, which was formerly exclusively worn"
by the Navajos, had become "discarded as an article of dress."44 In place of
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their own manufactures, Culin asserted, "the [Navajo] Indians buy Pendleton
blankets at the traders [sic]." In addition, Navajo "men ride Mexican or
California saddles," and only the women, the weavers who made the popular Navajo blankets, could still be "seen with old Navajo saddles with a high
peak, but without the horn."45 While the Pueblo peoples were "dying out,"
Culin believed, the Navajos were now borrowing cultural trappings from
White society in order to live in the modern world. This kind of borrowing
pushed "traditional" customs toward dissolution and, ultimately, influenced
Culin's slowly developing ideas regarding the future course of the Navajo
Indians.
In contrast, Cillin viewed Zuni culture as unaltered by contact with outsiders. He had made his initial visit to Zuni in 1902, tracing the footsteps of
Frank Hamilton Cushing. At the time, he reported that there were only
1,540 Zunis living in the Southwest and that he expected "to find the people
much modified and changed by contact with whites, but in this I was mistaken."46 Despite standing "on a well traveled road, with numerous visitors,
both traders and sightseers," Culin reported, Zuni remained "essentially the
same as it was in the preceding two centuries."47 Culin saw some progressive
changes at Zuni, but he classed them simply as "innovations." Nor did these
observations seem to influence his opinion on the potential of the Zunis to
survive. Such classifications, however, reinforced the ethnological Dotion
that Navajos borrowed while the Zunis or Puebloan peoples innovated as a
matter of habit. By collecting Navajo material culture for distant exhibit
cases and noting that the Navajos had been influenced by diverse cultu}es,
Culin drew upon Boas's diffusionist theory.
Culin relied on non-Indians not only to provide him with Native artifacts but also to provide the context and meaning associated with the goods
he collected. Although contemporaries like Franz Boas and Edward Sapir
learned indigenous languages and collected the stories Native peoples associated with objects, Culin took a different path. He collected the materials
traders sold him and gathered the stories they shared with him. These were
often tales that emphasized the great drama and antiquity of the people: For
instance, his first major acquisition of Navajo artifacts came from trader
Charles Day, who called himself the "custodian of Canon de Chelly and
del Muerto [sic]" on the Navajo Indian Reservation. 48 J:)uring his first collecting tour for the museum, Culin purchased from Dayan impressive assembly of Navajo "CliffDweller" material. Day's "Cliff Dweller" collection
was made up primarily of the remains of a large Navajo party supposedly
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massacred by "Mexicans around 1800."49 Culin reported that the traders
had gathered the Navajos' artifacts, bones, and household objects from
Canon del Muerte in the majestic Canyon de Chelly-a sacred site of the
Navajos. Culin explained his acquisition of "bleached out bones" and domestic items by placing the tragedy within Day's understanding of historical
relations between Navajos and Mexicans.
According to Day's account, the story of Canon del Muerte was both
historically important and exciting. He reportedly told Culin that, in "the
early days of the Southwest, the Mexicans and the Navajos were constantly
making raids on each other, to secure slaves and to steal stock." If Navajos
raided a Mexican encampment, the "Mexicans would retaliate." The cycle
of raiding, explained Day, led the Navajos living in Canyon de Chelly to
seek a way of protecting women and children when the men were absent.
As a result, they established "a partially fortified cave on the side of the
wall."50 At some point during one of the Mexican raids, Navajo women,
children, and old men attempted to hide in the cave. Culin recorded from
Day, "The Mexicans passed below and would not have noticed the Navajos, but a hysterical woman, who could not contain herself, screamed and
attracted their attention." In another version of the story, Culin learned that
an "old man, fancying his party secure, whooped and taunted the Mexicans," who responded by launching a ground offensive, climbing the wall,
and clubbing the women and children to death. Supposedly, "one old man,
whose body was covered" was "taken for dead and escaped to tell the story."51
Day claimed that Navajos had told him the Canon del Muerte story. He, in
turn, related the tale to Culin when selling him the artifacts. More recent
historians claim the massacre occurred in 1805 when the Spanish militia,
led by Lt. Col. Antonio Narbona, found Navajo women and children in
their hiding place and killed them with a storm oflead fired directly into the
cave. Today, the cave is known as Massacre Cave, and author Campbell
Grant reports that the "Navajo have touched nothing since the massacre,
but curious whites have removed all the skulls and perishable material."52
Culin was particularly pleased with Day's collection of artifacts and his
narrative of how the remains came to be in the cliff. Culin reported that, as
of 1903, there was "no recording in New Mexico, nor has any account of the
tragedy appeared in print." Not only did the century-old human and cultural remains illustrate that the Navajos were "ancient," but these items also
made clear that they were a people with an intriguing and violent past.
Comparing the Day material with more contemporary visions of nomadic,
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borrowing Navajos in lectures or exhibit cases could help ~onvey to New
Yorkers just how much Navajos had changed in. the time since the massacre. And Culin did relate the Canon del Muerte story in ways that illustrated the history of Navajo Indians and also differentiated them from the
peaceful, agricultural, and unchanging Zunis. 53
The lore also served Culin's professional goals of entertainment and education. The story of Massacre Cave enhanced the "exotic" and haunting
character of the Navajo collections exhibited at the Brooklyn Museum. In
general, the story of the Canon del Muerte massacre fit neatly with his professional protocol and his eagerness to dramatize the history of the Southwest As in other cases, Culin kept extensive notes on his experiences,
gathering material from southwestern Indians or, in this case, from traders,
and incorporating that material into public lectures or museum displays.54
Why did he think the bones and household items from the canyon would
draw the attention of the public? Such items likely had a graphic appeal:
they horrified but also intrigued museum visitors. According to Culin, when
displayed alongside other "cliff dweller" material, the Navajo artifacts"pottery, stone, bone, textiles" -provided a "source of information concerning the Indian before a time of white contact" and gave "an insight into the
everyday life of the people."55 The warlike Navajos fought their enemies and
could therefore be distinguished from the peaceful Puebloan peoples, but
they also, at that point, shared an "ancient" past with them, and both groups
strove to survive the successive waves of Spanish, Mexican, and American
colonization.
Culin's professional beliefs regarding the ethnological value of items he
collected, along with their availability, determined his collection strategies.
His conclusion that some cultures were disappearing stoked his desire for
"rare" Navajo and Zuni items, deeming those to be the most valuable from
an ethnographic standpoint Ironically, stripping important cultural artifacts
from reservations insured their value as scarcities in the process. In other
cases, he collected artifacts and stories from traders for practical reasons;
such exchanges were made relatively easy due to a shared language, English, and a shared culture of commercial transactions. Generally, Culin
was successful in these endeavors because he used his professional status
and the museum's deep pockets to endear himself to his primary suppliers,
traders like Vanderwagen and Day, who conducted a steady business with
Navajos and Zunis-or took the time to "excavate" ancient archaeological
sites like Massacre Cave.
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eulin's Dealings with Indigenous Peoples

Despite the limited amount of time he had in the Southwest, Culin did try
to deal directly with indigenous people when possib·le. Such exchanges, in
addition to being difficult and draining for all parties involved, also led the
ethnologist to develop particular ideas about the general character of Navajo borrowing, especially in regard to the role Navajo medicine men played
in Navajo culture. During such interactions, CuI in was often suspicious of
his indigenous trading partners. As a result, he tried to circumvent the will
of the potential seller or requested that his non-Indian trading partners act
as intermediaries when negotiations became difficult.

In one instance, Culin desperately wanted a medicine man's outfit complete with curing and ceremonial implements for a museum display. Following the Boasian idea of utilizing "life group" displays, Culin even
commissioned Father Michael Dumarest, a Franciscan priest at St. Michaels,
Arizona, to make a plaster cast of the head and hand of "an old Navajo" for
his planned medicine man mannequin. 56 Culin planned to clothe a Navajo
figure that would grace the exhibition hall in the appropriate deer-skin costume and display a curing outfit alongside it. A Mr. Shoemaker, one of
Culin's contacts, had a lead on one such outfit, informing him that a "'Singer'
named Cha Yadezi Bidy, Crooked Hat's Son ... had a valuable outfit which
he had offered ... for sale at a very modest price." Culin sought out this
man and, "after a customary smoke," began negotiating with the singer.
The ethnographer's notes reveal that Yadezi Bidy was, in fact, a reluctant
seller. According to Culin, Bidy initially claimed that "he was not a medicine man and had no such outfit." After some pushing on Culin's part, he
finally admitted that "he had some things," but "he declared he did not
want to sell them" nor would he show them to the curator. In order to convince Bidy· to reveal the items in question, Culin declared that he was "from
Washington," whereupon the singer expressed fear that the ethnologist had
been "sent by the Government to take away his medicine.">? Culin did nothing to ease these fears, allowing Bidy to believe that he was a government
representative to bolster his authority and pursue the items in question.
Culin's next encounter with Yadezi Bidy, accompanied by a local headman named Sandoval, revealed details about Culin's skill as an ethnographer, demonstrated his collection tactics, and exposed occasional failures
in bargaining. Bidy worried that, should he sell the outfit, he would cease to
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be a medicine man. Such worries were not without precedent. Anthropologist Charlotte J. Frisbee reports that personal misfortune, decrease in social
status, or worse consequences have been associated with the loss of medicine bundles or jish. 58 Under pressure from Culin, Bidy consulted with
"Sandoval, who was the head of the particular society of meslicine men to
which he belonged." In the process of negotiating for the outfit, Culin was
able to garner extensive and valuable information about the items in question. Over the course of the negotiations, Sandoval "went into a long explanation of the character and value of the collection." Especially prized were
crane heads-one female, the other male-with their plumage fully

two

intact. Equally important was that the birds had not been shot but rather
had been "caught without injuring them by means of a lasso." Sandoval
followed a lengthy description of this maneuver with a similar explanation
of how the deerskin leggings and tunic had been acquired and made. In
particular, the "buckskin wrappings were all made from deer that had been
captured without injury.... So much care and time had been made necessary to collect these materials," Sandoval assured Culin, that these "objects
were very' valuable."59 Sandoval and Culin tried to reach an agreeable price
for the entire package. Culin balked at Sandoval's proposal, about "800 head
of sheep" or the equivalent of $1600, countering with,an offer of $60. Not
surprisingly, negotiations with Sandoval broke down-possibly his intention all along. 60 Still, Culin demonstrated his ethnographic acumen; he
would obtain valuable information even in the event of losing the sale.
Indeed, the sale fell through in part, according to Culin, due to Sandoval's
interference and devious character, which Culin linked to his role as a
medicine man. Culin's notes about the meeting described Sandoval as "a
man of lighter complexion .. , than Triost Navajo." This description of
Sandoval's skin color was unusual for Culin, In these observations written
well after the singer had blocked the sale, Culin claimed that, despite
Sandoval's seemingly "tawny yellow" skin tone, his general "countenance"
revealed a supposedly "cunning and untrustworthy character." 61 In this case,
Culin used racial features as a counterpoint to Sandoval's character. Culin
found curious and maddening that, although Sandoval looked more "white"
than "red," he prized traditional cultural artifacts for their inherent value to
the larger Navajo community and refused to sell them. Culin viewed
Sandoval as a skilled negotiator who managed to keep the cherished and
sacred items out of the hands of an accomplished collector. His experience
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SOUTHWESTERN INDIAN HALL, BROOKLYN MUSEUM, 1910

(Photograph courtesy Brooklyn Museum of Art Archives, Photograph
Collection, Museum Building: Interiors [AAPAJ)

with Sandoval, along with prior and subsequent encounters with Navajo
medicine men, colored Culin's perception of the singers, influenced his
assessment of the tribe as a whole, and contributed to his slowly developing
"borrower" theory.
Undeterred by his failure to obtain Bidy's medicine-man outfit, the ardent Culin turned, as was his habit, to non-Indian collaborators for assistance. This time, he utilized the controversial pawn system to his own
advantage. He explained to the museum director that the extreme poverty
of the Navajo Indians had led them to pawn cultural wealth '-silver jewelry,
beads, guns, saddles, buckskin, blankets, and medicine bundles. The traders supposedly made "liberal advances" against such items. According to
Culin, Navajos "recently had agreed among themselves not to buy each
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others [sic] pawned stuff."62 Culin
ignored their collective decision;
their misfortune became his good
fortune. "In consequence," he reported to the museum director; "I
was able, as an outsider, to make
many excellent purchases on unredeemed pledges." One trader,
Robert L. Wilken, told Culin that
he had "a medicine bag containing two cranes' heads," which
Culin endeavored to buy.63 Others
helped Culin obtain a Navajo tunic with buckskin fringe. 64 Eventually, for the display featuring a
"THE LITTLE SINGER AT DAY'S"
model of a Navajo medicine man,
(Photograph courtesy Brooklyn
Culin had manufactured items .
Museum Archives, Culin Archival
that he could not purchase from
Collection, Collecting Expeditions
either medicine men or traders.
(2.1.003), Report on a Collecting
The practice of relying on
Expedition among the Indians of
traders either to provide material
New Mexico and Arizona, 5-9119°4,
culture or to intervene when nep. 53a, no. 102)
gotiations with Navajos failed illustrates that Culin implicitly placed his trust in non-Indians as authorities.
For Culin, it was simply easier to'purchase goods from traders than to spend
an extended amount of time living with and getting to know or bargaining
with members ofspecific American Indian nations. Instead, he relied on Vanderwagen, Day, Shoemaker, and others. When the opportunity arose, he did
turn to those Native informants who were willing to sell him old goods. But
Culin was particular about the goods he wanted, and, when he could not
find specific items for sale, he commissioned a Navajo silversmith named
Little Singer to reproduce copies of old costumes, games, and fetishes. 65
The reproduction of material was a controversial practice among some ethnologists, who believed that facsimiles Jacked cultural authenticity. In his
museum exhibitions, however, Culin was more interested in creating composite cultures than in presenting strictly authentic ones.
Reproducing artifacts was one of the most significant examples of how
his background in retail sales influenced his acquisition strategies. Clearly,
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Culin began to envision displays before he actually returned to the museum. Because his collections were geared to inform and entertain museum patrons and were not closeted away for the exclusive use of a select
group of students or scholars, Culin did not need to worry about the integrity of reproduced items. As a museum curator with no students studying for
advanced degrees in his charge, he focused primarily on public education.
His authority came from his collecting trips and the material he assembled
in cases. He let these items "speak" to the public, but his was the voice
behind the curtain.
Navajo Medicine Men, Navajo Character, and Navajo Borrowing

Culin was dedicated to gathering the most complete collection of Navajo
material culture ever assembled in a museum. In doing so, as the SandovalBidy encounter reveals, his thinking about Navajo character emerged. His
primary focus on Navajo games and religious artifacts led him to work with
traders and missionaries and eventually drew him into direct contact with
Navajo medicine men in order to obtain the items he desired. Along the
way, he developed and articulated specific ideas about Navajo character
and refined the Navajo borrower theory.
Direct or indirect contact with Navajo medicine men was part of the
process of assembling an expansive collection of Navajo material. Whenever Culin came across old or ceremonial Navajo goods, he was eager to
buy them. In one instance at Charles Day's trading post, Culin discussed
three Navajo medicine bags Day had in his possession. Culin noted, "Two
of these bags had been placed in pawn and not redeemed." The other "had
belonged to a singer, Tseyine Yazhe, from whom it had passed at his death
to his brother, who not knowing the songs, had pledged it with Mr. Day."66
Before Yazhe, "it had been the property of Qastquin Tse bak'a'e, 'He on the
Rock.''' The provenance gave the medicine bag immediate value in Culin's
estimation, especially since Day believed that "it had been made long before
they went to Bosque [Redondo] in 186[4]" and that the Navajos had taken the
medicine bag with them during their forced internment. The bag was a remarkable discovery for Culin, who knew that "such objects were not ordinarily sold" but passed down from one generation of singers to the next. 67
The fact that the bag had passed into Day's hands only reinforced Culin's
belief that as long as medicine men did not interfere as history unfolded,
the disappearance of certain traditions and legacies was o~ly natural. More-
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over, he believed that the reliance on the singers and chanters actually retarded Navajo adaptation to and survival in modern American society, a
process that he articulated in the borrower theory. On a previous trip in
1902, he had been impressed with certain aspects of what he called the
"Navajo character," which included their ability to borrow and, eventually,
to assimilate. He described the ways that Navajos worked hard, utilized the
knowledge and techniques of their neighbors to their benefit, and had developed sophisticated weaving and silversmithing traditions as a result. Successive cultural improvements would occur, Culin claimed, provided that
the Navajos had the opportunities "to do real work on the railroads, [on]
ditches, and in agriculture, [and] to become valuable members of the community."68 Accordingly, he reported that the Navajos whom he encountered
were anxious to work "to improve themselves" and that, when given the opportunity for employment alongside Whites, they rapidly acquired "a knowledge of the English language and ofAmerican customs."69 Culin's comments
signaled his desire to see Navajo Indians drawn into American culture by
mimicking White culture, especiaJ.lY work patterns and language skills.
The main problem Culin had with Navajo medicine men was that they
actually discouraged Navajo borrowing and rejected as a cultural goal assimilation into White America. The primary obstacle that kept Navajos from
fully "adopting" the trappings of White culture, according to Culin, was the
"domination of medicine men." He hoped their influence, especially their
tendency to discourage their patients from seeking "medical advice more
than anything else from whites," would cease over time.7D "Any change in
[Navajo] belief," stated Culin, "must be preceded by a change in their habits of living which may be accomplished when they have an opportunity to
work like white people."71 Assimilation would have an added benefit of"civilizing" an immoral and untrustworthy people. Culin claimed that "in spite
of their many fine qualities, for they are a strong and virile people, the Navajo is immoral, even from an Indian standpoint." To prove his point, he
declared, "Almost without exception they are liars and thieves.... As to
their sexual moral(s), chastity is esteemed no virtue, incontinence being
regarded as an evidence ofstrength among men, while female morality rests
upon a strict commercial basis."72 By giving voice to these concerns, he
claimed to echo the widely held sentiment that the grip of the medicine
~en had to loosen before any changes could occur. "All agree," reported
Culiri, "that the 'Singers' or medicine men are the curse of these Indians,
impoverishing them without benefitting them in any way."73
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Ironically, Culin's wish that the singers' influence would die out seemed
to reinforce his desire for things associated with them. In 1903 he reported
obtaining a "Yeibichai [sic] Outfit" that a Navajo singer named Laughing
Doctor had committed to trader John Bradford Moore's care for sale to the
highest bidder. 74 Culin noted that the seller, like Bidy, was uncertain about
his desire to sell the outfit and that "Mr. Moore, to the last moment, was
afraid that the Doctor would back out of his bargain." According to Culin,
"the Laughing Doctor was one of a family of 'Singers,''' and the outfit he
acquired had been passed down the male line from father to son. Moore
collected the ethnological details of the outfit, explaining to Culin that "the
deer from which the skins were obtained, had all been rundown and strangled
without other injury."75 Moore, who was acting as Culin's intermediary, was
then required by Laughing Doctor to tell "stories of our civilization," a demand suggesting that Culin and Moore were not the only ones collecting
ethnological details of another culture.
In one pointed exchange, the singer used his newly obtained knowledge
to make a salient point regarding the rate at which the government expected
the Navajos to assimilate in schools run by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Culin explained, "The Doctor, after hearing about the Old World, asked
how long its history extended." Moore purportedly replied, "Some six or
seven thousand years." The Doctor "reflected, and at last said: 'Well, these
things that took you people so long to learn you are trying to teach our poor
children in a few months in your schools."'76 The Navajos may well have
integrated resources and skills into their culture, but they did so over the
long course of history, controlling the features they adopted and the pace at
which they incorporated change; Clearly, for Navajos like Laughing Doctor, assimilation, often a program forced upon Navajos and other indigenous
peoples, represented coercion. Many Navajos attempted to resist the full
extent of forced cultural transformation. 77 In contrast, Culin saw the history
of Navajo borrowing as consistent with Morgan's theory of evolution.
Through his promotion of the borrower theory, Culin advocated and naturalized the idea that the Navajos were prime candidates for assimilation.
Culin had a relatively short period to spend in the Southwest. In that
time, he was expected to amass enough material to create the foundation of
an unparalleled collection of Navajo and Zuni artifacts for the Southwestern Hall. As a result, he had to marry his skills as a profe~sional ethnologist
to those of a competitor, educator, and purveyor of consumer taste. In response Culin wed his own understanding of social evolution and cultural
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relativism/diffusion to what has been called his "geographical or 'ethnic'
approach" to ethnology78 As he developed this style, each of his displays
featured a specific group of American Indians who supposedly represented
the historical circumstances, contemporary conditions, and fundamental
characteristics of a specific group of indigenous people in the United States.
Within this context, Culin's final expression of the Navajo borrower theory
emerged and was conveyed to others.
Public Displays and Lectures

As Culin collected material, he kept in mind the fact that it was to be used
in public displays for education or entertainment and was not to be hidden
away on shelves that only a few,could access. For the Southwestern Hall,
Culin utilized a comparative approach, juxtaposing the material culture of
Zuni and Navajo Indians, and adding smaller displays of other southwestern Indian populations to round out the exhibit. 79 Working from his ethnological field journals, Culin also developed a series of public lectures in
which he defined ethnology as "the science of races." Such a. definition
elucidated his ideas about Navajo "character" in a time of great change in
both anthropology and the late Victorian cultural atmosphere in which Culin
worked. 80
Seemingly quoting from Morgan, Culin told audience members that
the ethnologist's job was "to collect, classify and compare the information
concerning the traits and customs of the different races of man."8! Then,
drawing on a very Boasian idea, he informed the audience that his goal was
to throw "light upon the origin and migration of man and upon the principles which underlie the development of human society and civilization."82
Culin stated that he had picked "the Zuni to represent the Pueblo peoples
in our Museum" and had "in the same manner selected the Navajos as the
principal [sic I object of my study among the nomadic tribes."83 Although
influenced by Cushing, Culin believed that the Zunis represented an open
field of study.84 Similarly, in his mind, the Navajos had not yet been represented in a major museum, and their artifacts were readily available from
traders like Day and Moore.
Leading audience members on a virtual journey to the Southwest, Culin
described the view from the window of an Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railway car-the leading carrier of tourists to the region. Travelers would see·
"everywhere a vast treeless expanse, covered with sage brush or mesquite,a
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succession of high mesas or table lands, broken by innumerable valleys and
dry watercourses, with everywhere the same tints of ochre and brown.''85
Into this landscape Culin thrust his cast of characters: Mexicans, Pueblos,
Navajos, Apaches, traders, and missionaries. He described each group in
detail but turned most of his attention to the indigenous people. According
to Culin, by studying "primitive man, we discover people whose development has been continuous and uninterrupted through many ages, tribes
who have escaped the general commingling and inter-fusion, at once the
cause and the result of modern civilization."86 Culin was obviously referring
to Pueblo people, such as the Hopis and Zunis, whom he also described as
peaceful. Meanwhile, he called the Navajos "the antithesis of the gentle,
peace-loving Pueblos."87 Navajos, moreover, had not resisted "inter-fusion,"
which positioned them to evolve toward "modern civilization."
Using adjectives like "fierce," "cruel," and "revengeful," Culin also described the Navajo "race" in singular, masculine terms. A Navajo, stated
Culin, was "more of a man, both physically and morally" than a Puebloan. 88
Culin relied on a Morgan-like schematic when he asserted that the Navajo
"deserves to be accorded a high place among our native peoples."89 Still, he
warned that "the Navajos are more robust, but. their code is that of savagery." By way of explanation, he stated that they observed the "blood feud"
and insisted on "a life for a life," and were known "to kill old women who
become burdensome, or defenseless traders who tempt their cupidity."90 Yet,
in his assessment, what truly distinguished "the Navajo" from other Indians
and would enable him to survive in the future was "his capacity for hard,
unremitting work."9! Calling the women "industrious weavers," he noted
that the "men only need an opportunity for profitable labor." Economically, they were afforded a higher place as well. By the standards of the
Southwest, the Navajos could also be differentiated by the fact that "as Indians go, they are extremely well-to-do."92
Through his analysis ofIndian peoples, Culin came to view the Pueblos,
especially the Zunis, as the cultural torchbearers and rightful heirs of the
mysterious pre-Puebloan or "Anasazi" peoples, who developed many of the
advances that made life sustainable in the region. The Pueblos supposedly
lived a life relatively unchanged by contact with other indigenous people or
Whites. Initially, the Puebloan people had innovated survival techniques that
remained virtually unaltered. Paradoxically, in Culin's logic, this "innovation" would ultimately lead them, as it had the "Anasazi," to their demise. If
Culin was adhering to Morgan's ideas, the Pueblos were automatically doomed
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by their supposed biological inferiority. By comparison, he came to view
the Navajos as a people "anxious to improve themselves" and adopt, as they
had many times before, new materials and customs into their daily livesin essence they were a people who had the ability, even a predisposition, to
assimilate. 93 Hence, Culin naturalized the idea that the Navajos should integrate into the American mainstream by connecting assimilation to their
history of borrowing.

Conclusion
This article explores the genesis and development of the "Navajos as borrowers theory" by examining the professional behavior of Stewart Culin. He
used the theory to justify the collection of sacred artifacts, organize their
display in the museum, and educate the public. To his mind, a secondary
benefit of his development of the theory was that it advocated and facilitated curbing the hold of medicine men on the minds of fellow Navajos.
The sooner this occurred, ~ulin argued, the sooner the larger Navajo population would speak English, become honest laborers, and assimilate in
general. The museum public might thus consume both the "vanishing"
rarities and the idea of assimilation; each contributed to the "disappearance" of Navajo artifacts from the reservation. The theory also bolstered
beliefs in White superiority despite the spread of cultural relativism among
anthropologists.
Drawing on and synthesizing the disparate anthropological theories of
the day, Culin formulated his own unique ethnographic understanding of a
people and developed a theory that did the cultural work of encouraging
Navajo assimilation. The ideological construction of the Navajo borrower
theory made use of social-evolutionary thought, for instance, by casting
Navajos as metaphorical "middle-men" who stood halfway between peaceful, "primitive" Puebloan peoples and urban, "civilized" White Americans,
who had created a complex, modern, industrialized world by incorporating
one technological invention after another. Unlike the Zunis, who would
disappear in Culin's scheme, the Navajos' absorption of new skills and materials had provided them with the capacity to survive rather than vanish
and to develop a deeply mystical and religious culture while sustaining life
in the inhospitable desert, and with the predisposition to discard those traditions in favor of assimilation. This representation of Navajo culture worked
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to strip Navajos of agency and establish a racial hierarchy that positioned
Whites at the top, Navajos somewhere in the middle, and romanticized
Puebloan people at the bottom.
Ironically, notions of cultural relativism emerged alongside this hierarchy, for those peoples at the top and bottom of this spectrum had cultures
that were valued for their own sake-as evidenced by Culin's spatial distribution of artifacts in his exhibits. For instance, Navajo material actually
flanked the Zuni collection. 94 As cultural intermediates who were cast in a
peripheral position, the Navajos had a culture that was important because
"borrowing" had the potential to provide them with a kind of cultural mobility; White respect for them was predicated on their potential to assimilate. In the end, the borrower label, as it developed in the early 1900s, made
the idea of Navajo assimilation seem so natural that it became central to
their future in the mind of the museum-going public.
Culin used the borrower theory as a way to inform the public and forecast the future of the Navajos. Since that time, his declaration that borrowing would naturally lead to assimilation has, by and large, fallen by the
wayside, yet the underlying principle of Navajo cultural flexibility as a fundamental and defining aspect of their identity and character has persisted.
Over the course of the twentieth century, the theory has been reified in
scholarship and popular portrayals, and continues to inform the way nonIndians understand Navajo culture. The Navajos-as-borrowers explanation
has achieved status as conventional wisdom in popular and scholarly settings alike. The key elements of borrower theory can be found, for instance,
in almost any book dealing with Navajo history, culture, or society-in particular scholarly/popular texts such as Raymond Friday Locke's The Book of
the Navajos (1992). But it also appears in classic academic texts by authors
such as Washington Matthews, Ruth Underhill, and Clyde Kluckhohn and
Dorthea Leighton. In her oft-cited The Navajos, Underhill succinctly stated,
"Six or seven hundred years ago, there were no Navajos, at least by name."95
Rather, she continues: "There were, of course, the ancestors of the present
tribe, little groups of half-naked hunters, who were, perhaps, just penetrating the Southwest. They had none of the arts which make them famous
today and almost none of the ceremonies. All of these things have been
acquired within a few hundred years, for the Navajos are some of the greatest learners and adapters among American Indians."% It has become customary for works dealing with Navajo culture to begin, as did Underhill,
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with mention of their adoption, acquisition, or borrowing of items from
other groups.
However, if the theory, from its very inception, was used to perform the
cultural work of advocating the harmful practice of assimilation, scholars
have to ask why it persists-even if its detrimental elements are no longer
stridently articulated. The theory may have persisted because it accurately
described something that is unique to Navajo culture. Well documented by
anthropologists and historians is that Navajos have integrated new material,
skills, and behaviors into their culture. Although this is "true" in its most
fundamental sense, the act ofborrowing from one culture to enhance another is not unique to the Navajos.97 However accurate it may be, historians
and ethnographers can no longer use the concept of borrowing to differentiate the fundamental_characteristics of the Navajos from those of other
populations.
Perhaps the borrower concept's continued use can be attributed to the,
fact that it is simply the easiest and most accurate way to describe a complex
culture. If this is the case, scholars should explore the extent of the concept's
veracity. The Navajos did borrow sheep, horses, weaving techniques, and
silversmithing from the populations with whom they came into contact.
But linguistic evidence actually illustrates that Navajos borrowed far less
than other regional cultures. For instance, linguists claim that the Navajo
language actively resists the integration of "loanwords."98 In fact, assertions
of the Navajo disinclination to accept linguistic borrowings are scattered
throughout literature even though no single author has explored the seeming incongruity between Navajo cultural borrowing and the lack of language integration. So, if the borrower theory has been used because it is 'an
accurate way to describe an entire culture, language cannot be included as
an element of that culture. However, I believe that because culture and
language, especially in the case of the Navajos, are intimately connected,
there are limitations to borrowing as a descriptor ofNavajo culture.
Why has the borrower notion persisted if borrowing is neither unique to
the Navajo Indians nor a completely accurate way to describe Navajo culture? Referencing the first part of Thomas Kuhn's theory of paradigm shift
might lead to an explanation. There is possibly an inherent, invisible conservatism attached to established ideas. 99 Scholars and writers might simply
resist reworking tried-if incomplete-theories simply because they have
been in circulation for many years. Another explanation might be that accepting the "borrower theory" is simply palatable, for what preceded it, the
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idea of Navajo savagery, was and is so clearly incorrect, dated, and racist.
Perhaps the borrower theory, having revised Navajo savagery, is a benign
way to introduce the public to Navajo culture. However, professional
complacency-or calcification-are unsatisfactory explanations.
In closing, I propose that scholars begin to think critically about the Navajo
borrower theory-to think about it as a theory with a history rather than as a
useful cultural description. Culin set up the borrower theory in ways demonstrating to the public that disappearance and assimilation were the two
choices facing the Navajos. Nor did he believe that Navajo culture, as personified by the medicine m~n, should survive in its most fundamental forms.
Given the example of Culin's work, the time has come to look behind the
curtain and expose the kind of cultural work current variations of the concept knowingly or unknowingly perform.
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